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Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California 
The concept of description mechanics is developed for the pur- 
pose of pointing out a common basis for many of the fields related 
to information theory. These fields include thermodynamics, pho- 
tography, language, models, gambling, cryptology, and pattern 
recognition. Because of the broad scope of the subject and the varying 
interests of those we hope might read the paper, some effort has been 
made to present the basic methods in more detail than would be 
necessary for an audience purely of physical scientists. 
I t  is shown that many descriptive processes can be reduced to 
mathematical terminology by dividing the domain of description into 
cells whose size is determined by the resolution, and filling the cells 
with occupants where the number of kinds of occupants is determined 
by the accuracy of distinguishing between them. Attention is also 
given to the functional processes by which one kind of a description 
or model is transformed into another. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The  scientific and engineering literature of thelast few decades abounds  
in papers discussing a number  of subjects wh ich  are presumed to be 
related to information theory (Cherry, 1957; I Institute of Rad io  En-  
gineers, 19532). Some of these subjects are communicat ion  theory, 
thermodynamics ,  statistical mechanics, pattern recognition in psy- 
chology, literature searching, and microscopic resolution. The  purpose 
of the present paper is to show some relationships between these various 
fields and  to show a basis which  they have in common.  In the search for 
a common basis, we  have found it convenient to introduce the concept 
"description mechanics." We do not propose to establish a new field, but 
rather to apply a useful concept wh ich  the reader may later discard. 
1 A bibliography of 367 references to subjects related to information and com- 
munication. 
2 A compilation of the recorded speeches of twenty authorities. 
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II. THE CONSTITUTION OF A DESCRIPTION 
The viewpoint adopted in this paper is that any description requires a
number N of cells and a number M of occupants for the cells. When each 
of the occupants has been assigned to its cell, the description is complete. 
As an example, Fig. la is a one-dimensional description wherein four 
distinguishable occupants are specifically assigned to nine cells. This is 
only one of the many ways that these M unlike objects can be placed in 
the N linearly arranged boxes (Fry, 1929). The occupants may represent 
apples and the cells baskets, the objects may be cows and the cells 
stalls, or the objects may be flashes of light and the cells intervals of 
time. The main point regarding the linear array is that the cells are 
different from one another only because of their different positions in one 
dimension, for example, x. The two-dimensional description i  Figure lb 
shows eight occupants in 20 cells and is called two-dimensional because 
two characteristics distinguish the cells from one another, namely, the 
x and y positions. Each designated arrangement of occupants and cells 
such as are shown in Figs. la and lb is called a description, and the mere 
designation ofthe values of N and M gives us only the grand descriptive 
acpacity of the system. The grand descriptive capacity Wv is defined as 
ixl ® i i I ix-I 
X 
x xl 
x ix  xj 
FIG. 1. (a) Linear arrangement of four unlike objects in nine boxes. (b) A 
two-dimensional a.rrangement of eight unlike objects in twenty boxes. 
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the number of descriptions or patterns that can be arranged by placing 
M distinguishable occupants in N cells without regard to the number 
per cell. 
WG = N ~ (1) 
As will be shown later, restrictions may reduce the descriptive capacity 
to less than Wa. It is also noteworthy that Eq. (1) shows that W~ is 
not influenced by the dimensionality of the system or the shape or size 
of the cells; only the number is important in computing We 
To introduce the concept of a description i  the speediest manner, let 
us consider the series of Figs. 2a to 2f. These pictures of an elephant 
d 
¢ f 
*x  
•m. 2. Patterns representing an elephant with decreasing resolution from 
(a) to if). 
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are obtained by arranging in a specific manner M black squares inside of 
N cells which they fit. These systems are all two-dimensional, having the 
same dimensions L, and L~, and areas A = L~L~. In all these figures, 
about 27 % of the area is occupied. Let us designate Fig. 2a as the "de- 
scribee" (the real thing to be described) and the remaining figures repre- 
sent descriptions of the describee under various circumstances. Figure 
2b represents an attempt o weave a picture of Figure 2a using straws 
of such width Ax, that 66 of them, when laid vertical and adjacent, are 
required to extend over the distance L, and a second set, of such a width, 
Ay, that 44 are required to extend over L~. These can b~ applied in the 
simplest basket weave to comprise a number of cells, N = 66 X 44 -- 
2904. The number of occupants is 2904 X 0.27 = 784 black squares. If 
all the occupants had been different in color (or some other distinguishing 
characteristic) and if there had been no restraints as to the number of 
occupants per cell, then the grand descriptive capacity of the system 
would have been, from Eq. (1). 
W~ = 2904 TM - 9.8 X 105714 
But the weaver has restrictions, the first of which is that only one occu- 
pant is to be placed in each cell. The number of ways in which M dis- 
tinguishable occupants can be arranged in N cells with only one per cell 
is (Fry, 1929): 
Wa - -  N !  _ (2904)! -- 1.98 X 1026~ 
(N -- M)! (2904 -- 784)! 
which is only about Wa/5 X 105°. The second restriction is that all the 
occupied squares are identical since they all are black. The number of 
possible arrangements of M identical occupants within N cells, with no 
more than one per cell, is 
Wb = N I 
• - 6 X 10 TM 
(N - M)! M! 
The distances Ax -- L~/66 and Ay = Ly/44 are the limits in accuracy 
in the x and y directions and determine the resolution in the description. 
Figure 2e is the description of the elephant using double the inaccuracy• 
Here N = 726, M = 196, and We - 2.6 X 10 ~8~. Thus the inaccuracy is
increased until in Figure 2f, with weaving material the width shown, the 
best possible representation f the elephant is a square block and Wf = 
495. 
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TABLE I 
S£~BOT.S USeD IN Tins PAPER 
Cells Occupants 
Number N Number M 
Coordinates x~ Kinds 
Dimensions L~ Serial number of kind k 
Edge number N~ Number of each kind Mk 
Resolution Axi = L~/N~ Accuracy of counting of AM, 
each kind 
Spatial volume V, = II~L~ Number of null occu- M0 
pants or vacancies 
Cell volume II~Ax~ 
Table I summarizes the symbolism to be used in this paper. The use 
of this symbolism and the procedure for constructing a descriptive 
system are facilitated by reference to Fig. 3. First, the spatial coordinates 
x~ are laid out and extended as far as the limits L~. The volume of the 
domain is the product of the L~ values. We call the coordinates " patial" 
even though they may involve other dimensions than length. For ex- 
ample, in quantum statistics (Tolman, 1927; Band, 1956) phase space 
has six coordinates, qlq~q3plp2p~, where only three are distances and the 
remaining three are momenta; in communication, one coordinate might 
be time; and in agricultural statistics, one might be cows. Second, each 
coordinate is divided into segments of length Ax~ representing the in- 
accuracy in measuring along each coordinate. Third, parallel planes are 
drawn through the segmenting points of each coordinate, parallel to the 
remaining coordinates. This divides the domain into N cells, each having 
volume II~ Axe. 
III. RESTRAINTS ON DESCRIPTIVE SYSTEMS 
When the values M and N for the number of occupants and cells 
respectively are given, the descriptive system is defined and the grand 
descriptive capacity is usually an astronomically large number. As one 
restraint after another is induced upon the system, the descriptive capac- 
ity is reduced. If sufficient restraints are placed upon the system so that 
one and only one configuration of occupants in the cells satisfies the 
conditions of restraint (that is, W = 1), then the description is complete. 
Some examples of restraints are summarized in Table II where the first 
item (a) having no restraints furnishes the value of the grand descriptive 
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FIG. 3. The scheme for dividing the coordinate axes into intervMs determined 
by the resolution so that the domain can be divided into cells. 
capacity N M entered in the right hand column. Many of the other entries 
in Table II  are familiar to students of statistical mechanics (Mayer and 
Mayer, 1940, p. 54) and probability theory; for example, entries (f), 
(g), and (h) apply to Boltzmann, Fermi-Dirac, and Bose-Einstein statis- 
tics, respectively (Mayer and Mayer, 1940, p. 111). Entry (j) tells us 
that the description capacity of a set of independent descriptions i the 
product of the individual description capacities. Entries (k) to (p), be- 
cause of their generality, are best clarified by means of the practical 
examples presented in the following section. 
IV. PRACTICAL EXAMPLES 
Practical examples in the application of description mechanics help to 
demonstrate he common principles hared by many branches of science, 
art, and pleasure. 
" TABLE I I  
SOME RESTRAINTS IN DESCRIPTION MECHANICS 
Restraints Descriptive capacity, W 
a.  N cells, M dist inguishable ob- 
jects, no restraints 
b. Same as (a) but  only one oeeu- Nt  
pant  per cell W (iV - M)! 
e. One occupant per cell, v kinds of NZ 
occupants and M~ occupants W = 
of each kind 
d. Same as (c) except that  M0 = N I 
Mx = Ms . . . . .  Mk . . . .  W = (S!)~/----- ~ 
=M~=S 
e. Same as (b), but  all cells are W = N! 
full, N ~- M 
f. Same as (c), but  all cells are full, N! 
N=M W II;=x (Mj,) ! 
W(y ~ N M 
(N -- M) I I L ,  (Mk) l 
g. All occupants identical and one 
per cell, M0 -- N -- M, 
Mt = M,M~ = 0, M3- -  0 
h. All occupants identical and no 
restra int  on the number  per 
cell 
i. Ni cells containing j occupants 
(N~ ceils containing 2, etc.) 
N! 
W= 
(N - M) !M! 
(N +M -- 1)! 
W= 
(N-  1)!M! 
NI  
W= 
H~ (N, !j!)~ 
j. N cells divided into Q groups, 
group, ~q=l Nq = N N~ in qth o 
(see Fig. 4) where each group 
has its own Wq 
k. Restrained to measuring radial 
distance in three dimensional 
system xlx~x~ (see Fig. 5) 
NAz = (4~l~Xl) /8 
1. Description restr icted by con- 
servat ion l~w, ~=0 kM~ = 3~ 
Can be applied to (a), (b), (e) 
. . . .  ( j) 
Applied to (f) as example 
m. Probabi l i ty  restr ict ion OW/OMk 
= 0 could be applied to (a) - . .  
( i)  
W = IIq W~ 
See Section IV, D 
W = 
N! 
(;:If, -- ~;~z kMk) J I IL~ (Mk!) 
Applied in entropy of perfect gas, see 
Section IV, D 
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Restraints Descriptive capacity, W 
n. Conservation restriction cou- 
pled with probability restric- 
tion M~ -- e -("+k~-l) 
Can be applied to (a), (b) --. (j) 
o. Mathematical equations and 
physical laws are restrictive 
p. Prior knowledge of bias, redun- 
dancy, a priori probability, or 
loading 
See Distribution Law, Eq. (23) 
See Sections IV, D and E 
See Sections IV, A, B, and C 
(A) GAMBLING 
The total number of events (such as distinguishable hands of cards or 
faces of dice) which may occur in a game is by definition the total de- 
scriptive capacity Wr of the system, and wim~ing the game depends upon 
the occurrence of some restricted set of events. The probabil ity of victory 
is measured by the ratio of the restricted escriptive capacity to the total 
descriptive capacity Wr : 
P = WR/W~ (2) 
Tossing a penny (Fry, 1929), for example, may be thought of as placing 
one object in one of two cells, a "head" cell or a "tai l" cell. The ways of 
doing this are, according to entry (a) of Table I I ,  
WI=N1 ~' =21=2 (3) 
5 
4 
3 
2 
I 
5 
4 
3 
2 
I 
I 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4  I 2 3 4 2 345  I 2 34  5 
FIo. 4. A domain divided into subdomains between which occupants cannot be 
exchanged. 
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FIG. 5. Considering three dimensions, with x l ,  x2, and x3 being the coordinates 
and Axl,  Ax2, and Axs the resolutions as shown, the intervals may be numbered 
11 along xl , 12 along x2, and 13 Mong x3 . In this domain of volume L1 L~ L3 any 
number M of occupants may be arranged. Assuming that  the power to determine 
the coordinate directions has, by some manner been lost and we are capable only 
of measuring radial distances (Mayer and Mayer, 1940, p. 54) to the cells with an 
accuracy Ar equal to Ax. The number of cells in the shell at radial distance I -- (ll 2 
122 -b l~) 1/~ and thickness Al is (since we are considering only ~ of a sphere) 
4~rl2Al 
8 
This means that  within each radial distance Al there are N~ cells. 
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If the penny is tossed many (for example, N') times, the descriptive 
capacity of the total of the separate vents is, according to entry (j) 
of Table II, 
N t 
Wr = I I  wq = 2.2.2 . . . .  2 N' (4) 
The ways of getting in N' throws, M' heads, and N' - M'  tails is, accord- 
ing to entry (f) of Table II, 
N'! 
W~ = (5) 
(N' - / ' ) l  M'! 
and the probability that this specified number M' heads occur in N' 
throws is 
w~ - (N '  - M')~ M'~ (6) 
The term (1/2) N' in Eq. (6) introduces the concept of a pirori probability, 
which for an unloaded penny is 1/2. For a loaded penny (Brillouin, 1956) 
where the a priori probability is, for example, 2/5 and 3/5, it is in accord 
with description mechanics to determine the number of cells in the first 
throw in agreement with the accuracy of determining the degree of load- 
ing, in this case 5, as shown in Fig. 6. Two cells are heads and three are 
tails, so that while the potential descriptive capacity is N ~ = 5, the 
measured capacity is only 2, where one event has the value 5/2 and the 
other 5/3. The probability of getting M heads in N throws is 
P~I (N)  = (N - M1)~ MI~ (7) 
which is less than that predicted in Eq. (6) for the same value of M1. 
The 2/5 and 3/5, the a priori probabilities PI and P~, must be deter- 
mined by prior observation. 
To be more general, if we used a polygon (or volume) having v fiat 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
i I I 
I, ! I I 
FIG. 6. The subdivision of cells to show a priori probabilities 2/5 and 3/5. 
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faces of different areas so that the a priori probabilities were P1, P2, 
• "- , Pk, --" , P , ,  then the probability of getting M~ of the first faces 
up, Ms second faces, M~ third faces, and so on out of N throws would be 
N! I I  (p M~) 
PM~...~...M(N) - I I  (M~)! k=x \-M~kr.] (8) 
(B) CODES AND MESS&GES 
Without defining "code," let us consider pennies and groups of pennies 
as symbols to which meaning may or may not be assigned. A linear 
array of pennies can be arranged in sequence much the same as the 
letters in a word. With the two possibilities, heads or tails, equally likely 
there are 2 ~ combinations or different patterns. The Morse code with 
just two symbols, dot and ash, is just such a system. The code as used 
for telegraphy on land (Marshall, 1956), is loaded with the a priori 
probabilities P(.) = 91/167 and P(--) -- 76/167. An ordinary printed 
page from the viewpoint of description mechanics can bethought of as 
3000 cells or places to be occupied by 27 kinds of symbols (or occupants) 
with only one per cell. But, again, the alphabet is loaded so unevenly 
(Shannon, 1951; Goldman, 1953) that the a priori probability ranges 
from P(e) = 0.131 to P(z) = 0.00077 instead of the unbiased vMue for 
all letters of 0.0385. Also there is bias in the selection of words and 
groupings of words, with words like the and of having a high a priori 
probability. It is the basis for solving certain types of cryptograms 
(Pratt, 1942). 
(C) REMARKS ABOUT INFORMATION THEORY 
The first sentence in L. Brillouin's book (1956) "Science and Informa- 
tion Theory" is: "A theory of information has been developed in recent 
years, and has found wide application i  different fields: telecommunica- 
tion, computing, pure physics, and discussion of the fundamental proc- 
esses of scientific observation." Information theory in the sense that 
Brillouin and many other scientific writers use it was cradled in the 
science of telecommunication (under the leadership of Shannon and 
Weaver, 1949; MacKay, 1950; Gabor, 1946; Nyquist, 1924, 1928; 
ttartley, 1928; and others) and is now being adapted to psychology 
(Quastler, 1955), the physiology of the eye and ear, and many other 
fields (Cherry, 1953). 
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Information is defined (Brillouin, 1956) as a dimensionless number 
obtained by multiplying the logarithm of the number of equally probable 
alternatives A = 1/P by a constant K: 
I~ = K In A (9) 
where P is the probability. The term A has the same meaning as de- 
scriptive capacity We in the foregoing paragraphs, where A = Wa is 
the number of alternatives or ways of arranging the occupants in the 
cells before any restraints are applied, and/1  is the information eces- 
sary to reduce A to unity. In the arrangement of N pennies discussed in 
IV, B, for example, where the possibilities are Wa = 2 N, the information 
is 
I = K in2  N = KNln2  (10) 
The adopted unit of measure of information, the bit, is incorporated 
in K and is In 2. With K = i / In  2, the number of bits of information in 
Eq. (10) is 
In general, 
I = (1/ln 2)N In 2 = N. 
I = log2 A = log2 W (11) 
The additive property of logarithms is convenient in examining descrip- 
tions because as one proceeds he can add his bits of i11formation as he 
goes without knowing beforehand the extent of the design. 
For the case of unequal probabilities, Shannon has derived the follow- 
ing equation: 
I = -KN ~ P~ In Pk = -N  ~ Pk log2 P~ bits (12) 
k k 
where Pk is the a priori probability of each letter as determined from 
laborious counting over large N using Pk = Mk or 
i = I /N  = -- ~ Pklog2Pk bits per occupant. (13) 
When Eq. (13) is applied to our alphabet using accepted tables of 
Pk,  i is 4.03 bits per letter, instead of 4.76. Although this does not 
appear to be a very great difference, it greatly influences the descriptive 
capacity of a page by the ratio Wo/W~ = 10 °'°9~N so that in a small 
printed page of 1000 letters, this has reduced the number of possible 
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messages by a factor of 1095"~. In gambling, this amount of loading 
would be disastrous. 
(D) T~ E~TROPV OF A PERfeCT GAS 
This computation f the entropy of a perfect gas follows almost exactly 
the method escribed by the Mayers (Mayer and Mayer, 1940). How- 
ever, the viewpoint is different. A perfect gas is a system comprising a
large number of point atoms, each of mass m, and all confined in a 
volume V by a pressure P, at a temperature T, and having no forces of 
attraction or repulsion operating between the atoms. The object in this 
study is to see how much of the energy is still unknown after we have 
tried our utmost o measure all the energy with an instrument that is 
capable of measuring P, V, and T only. 
We begin by constructing a descriptive domain which is capable of 
representing the system with the greatest accuracy justifiable. This is 
based upon the thought hat if we knew the positions x, y, and z of all 
of the atoms and their momenta m2, mfh m~ = p~, p~,, p~ at any instant 
then we would know alI there is to know. However, the quantum prin- 
ciple states there are limits of inaccuracy or resolution to these measure- 
ments expressed as Ax, Ay, Az, Ap~, Ap~, Apz according to a rule which 
when applied to each coordinate is
AxjAp~ i = h -- AVe ,  etc. 
Following the usual procedure we construct a space similar to that 
shown in Fig. 3, using six coordinates x, y, z, p~, py, p~. Leaning now 
upon some principles of wave mechanics which will not be discussed 
here we adopt the following relations 
IP~I = ~/~K~, ]Pul -- Ku, IP~] =2-~K,  (14) 
Since in the perfect gas, energy is not a function of position, 
1 ~ 1 2 1 2 1 E = ~ mv~ + ~ mvu + ~ mv~ = ~ (p~ + ;,~ + p~) (15) 
where v~, v~, and v~ are velocities. Combining (14) and (15), we find 
h~ (K2 + K2 -}- K, 2) - flK 2 (16) 
E - 8mV2t3 
Assuming K~ 2 + Ku 2 + K~ 2 = K ~-, the energy of any atom is known when 
its serial numbers are given. Unfortunately we do not know K~, Ku, K, 
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for the system but only K 2 = K~ ~ + K~ + K~ ~, and we are forced to 
reduce the coordinates to one radial coordinate K. For this we can use 
entry (k) of Table I I  (see Figure 5). 
4~rV m31~( 2E)ll~ (17) 
N~ - h3 
We wish first to find the number of ways that MK atoms in the K 
shell can be arranged in the N~ cells in the K shell. Since the atoms are 
distinguishable and there is no limit to the number per cell, this is 
WK = NK M~ (18) 
The number of ways that M atoms can be divided among the K shells 
is 
N~ 
W~ = I I  (M~)~ (29) 
k 
Combining equations (18) and (19) gives 
NZ~ (20) W = N! ]~ (M~) L 
Applying the probability restriction that W should be a maximum 
and using the method of undetermined multipliers, we can combine (20) 
with the conservation laws 
M~ = M (22) 
k 
and 
Mxe~ = E (22) 
k 
to solve for M~,  getting 
M~: = N~e -~-~: (23) 
Eliminating N~ through Eq. (17) and a and ~ through Eq. (21) and (22), 
we can solve W in Eq. (20) 
w = L \~/  (24) 
and 
In W N 1. v7  5N 
I 
- ln~ - In 2 I l  / N.]:-I + 2 ln-----2 (25) 
where E can be replaced by KT. 
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This represents our ignorance about the internal configuration of the 
system. Boltzmann's constant K multiplied by - I  In 2 is called entropy 
(Tolman, 1938, pp. 295, 572). 
S = - -K i ln2  = K lnW 
which, in turn multiplied by the absolute temperature T, gives the energy 
which cannot be found by a measuring device such as a steam engine. 
(E) RADIATIONS rnoM aN ELECTROn 
A very interesting problem in inaccuracy or lack of resolution is that 
of trying to determine the position of an electron from the radiation 
which it emits during sinusoidal oscillation. The position is determined 
by the wavelength and direction of the radiation which it emits; but the 
energy of the electron is being depleted to furnish energy of radiation. 
In such a system one may not be surprised to find that the resolutions 
Ax and AE are functions of one another. Consider an electron oscillating 
about a central point according to the equation 
r = A sin 2~rt/r (26) 
where A is the amplitude, t is time, and r the period. Over a long time 
the electron stays within the interval Ar = 2-4. I t  seems more correct, 
however, to assume that the root mean square value is 
(h-~) 1/2 = ~r /2  = A ,  
and that the most probable component along the x coordinate is 
Ax = (~r~) '2 /3  = A/3 
If the electron were in a Boltzmann gas, the average displacement A-~ 
is 2Ax/~r ~/~ = 2A/3~r ~/~-. The best accuracy that can be expected from 
radiation has been established in microscopy as 
C 
Ax-  2 -2~ (27) 
where h is the wavelength of radiation, C is the velocity of light, and 
is frequency. Combining Ax = 2A/3~r ~/2 with Eq. (27) gives 
3Cr 1/2 
A = 4--~- (28) 
The average rate/~ of energy released from an oscillating electron was 
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worked out years ago by J. J. Thompson (Compton and Allison, 1935) 
and expressed by the equation 
_ d-E _ ~ A~(2~r)~4 (29) 
dt 3C ~ 
where e is the charge on the electron. Combining Eqs. (28) and (29) and 
integrating over a period r, 
d-E d--E d--E 1 _ 3e 2 
AE = -~ At =-d-{ r - dt u C ~rhu = 7.05 X 10-27~ (30) 
or K~, where e = 4.8 X 10 -~° and C = 3 X 101° •The terms AE and u 
in Eq. (30) can be converted to Ap and Ax in the usual manner. 
The experimental findings, however, show that K = 6.62 X 10 -~7, 
Planck's constant h, and the discrepancies shown above are due to over- 
simplification of the derivation. 
(F) PtIOTOGRA.PHIC FILM AS ~- DESCRIPTIVE MEDIUM 
The old and familiar statement "A  picture is worth ten thousand 
words" was, until recently, a matter of opinion which now can be put 
to test by computation. The test involves determining the descriptive 
capacity of 10,000 words as compared to that of a picture. 
The resolving power of the human eye is about 0.02 cm. The number 
of grains in photographic film (Mees, 1915, 1954; Svedberg, 1922; 
Shepard and Mees, 1907; Stevens, 1951) varies from about 1 X 106 to 
2 N 107 per sq em so that in a square area 0.02 cm on a side, there are 
in the neighborhood of 200 to 5000 grains. Using the Poisson law, it can 
be shown that with 300 silver grains in a square area of 0.02 cm on the 
side, one can be only about 90 % sure that there are 9/10 of those expected. 
However, investigators have not been able to correlate these figures with 
the well-known Weber-Fechner law (Mees, 1954) which postulates a 1% 
discriminating power of intensity for the human eye; and exactly what 
are the sensitivity limitations of the human eye as a function of area 
observed are not yet known. Therefore it is more convenient for the 
present example to investigate the descriptive capacity of a picture on the 
basis of a machine type of observer. 
Assuming that a machine could resolve distances with an accuracy of 
0.02 cm and intensities of lumination with an accuracy of 10 %, then the 
descriptive capacity of a picture having dimensions 8 inches by 10 inches 
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can be computed as follows. Dividing the edges into intervals, Ax = 0.02 
cm and Ay = 0.02 cm one gets the picture divided into N = 1.292 X 10 ~ 
cells into which are to be placed 10 kinds of distinguishable objects. 
They are distinguishable by the 10 steps in the sensitivity of the ma- 
chine for luminance, with M~, occupants of each kind. We may simplify 
the example by assuming as a special case that the numbers of each 
kind are equal, that is, Mk = Ms . . . . .  N/IO. Then, 
N!  N I  _ 101.3×106 
W - -  10 [(N/10)!] ~0 (31) 
I I  (Mk)  J 
k=l  
In a three color process with each color being 10 % resolvable, one 
might expect hat 40 should replace 10 in Eq. (31) giving W~ = 107"~x1°6. 
In motion pictures (Mertz and Gray, 1934) one can easily compute the 
description capacity of a three-hour movie on a large screen of known 
dimensions and known resolution if one remembers that we have three 
dimensional cells of resolution Ax, Ay, and At, where At is the reciprocal 
of the frequency of the shutter on the projector. 
V. THE THEORY OF MODELS 
If there can be found in the universe two domains which have a point- 
by-point correspondence with one another, then these two domains are 
models of one another (see Fig. 7). The correspondence n ed not be 
complete but when it is, the models are said to show one-to-one corre- 
spondence and are called duplicates. 
A 
B 
FIG. 7. Two isolated esigns which are models of one another.  
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(A) KINDS OF MODELS 
From the standpoint of human appreciation, communication, theory 
fabrication, and artistic expression, the most interesting model pairs are 
those pairs of which one member is the "describee" or the "real thing" 
and the other member is a description of it. The describee, if its presence 
is sensed, must either emit data or reflect data. The radiations from the 
sun, the barking of a dog, or the rumbling of a train are examples of 
emitted ata whereas the echoes in a corridor or a cave, or the reflections 
of sunlight or candlelight from the contents of a room (or other scattering 
phenomena) re examples of reflected ata. The pattern which this type 
of data takes is called here the "phenomenological" model. It is a basic 
belief in science that two describees, which produce identical phenom- 
enological models, are identical themselves. 
In order to transmit over a distance, or to preserve over periods of 
time, a record of a describee, one may make one or more of the following 
types of models. 
1. Choose a sample such as a mineral sample or animal specimen 
which, although smaller than the original, furnishes similar phenom- 
enological data. 
2. Make a replica, or construct a toy representation which, although 
it might be incomplete, still simulates the unique features of the de- 
seribee. 
3. Represent the describee by a code (Oliver, 1952) such as a written 
description. The distinction between codes, samples, and replicas is that 
a code does not manifest adirect phenomenological model that is identical 
to that of the describee. There must be an understanding between the 
writer and the reader of the code as to what is intended to be the point- 
by-point correspondence b tween the elements of the code and of the 
specified real things. We call this understanding "meaning." All lan- 
guages, both oral and written, are codes on this basis; and the Morse 
code and the symbols in cryptograms are codes of codes. 
4. The last type of model to be defined is knowledge. If there are two 
domains in the universe having point-by-point correspondence (i. ., two 
models) and if one of these models is in a human brain, then this one is 
knowledge. 
(B) THE MODEL AS A MESSAGE 
Models when used as messages take various forms, some of which are 
indicated in Table I I I  where all models are enclosed in rectangles. 
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TABLE III 
THE ROLE OF MODELS IN MESSAGE SENDING 
(Each rectangle ncloses a model.) 
1. Direct Observation 
TraveJJng and Emitting "~ 
2. Sending a Sample 
Sensing Traveling 
Emitting Modeling and Sensing 
3. Sending a Replica 
~ ~ Trave nr~ ~ Sens ng ~ ] 
Emitting Encoding and. and 
J 
4. Sending a Letter 
5, Telephoning or Televising 
1. The most trivial of messages i direct observation; however its 
triviality lies in its direct interpretation to knowledge and not in the 
absence of transmittal through space. 
2. Sending a sample reduces the necessary distance of travel of the 
phenomenologieal model and preserves the resolution. 
3. A replica has the characteristics of direct interpretation without 
encoding or decoding but is always incomplete. 
4. In sending a letter, the letter, as a code, travels to its destination 
and scatters light in a pattern which the reader (if he uses this same 
language) decodes inside his brain, as indicated by the dotted lines in the 
table. 
5. Television, telephony, and radio transmission are engineering feats 
in that, while the message travels through space as a code in the form of 
waves or impulses having an extremely different character f om that of 
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the phenomenological model, encoding through a device such as a micro- 
phone is built into the sending mechanism and decoding through such a 
device as a speaker is built into the receiving mechanism. The observer 
senses the same data as comes from the describee without interpreting. 
6. Sending raw data is trivial in the opposite extreme from that of 
direct observation but is continually being done by scientific observers. 
The operations associated with the arrows in Table I I I  are now to be 
discussed under the heading of functional processes. 
VI. FUNCTIONAL PROCESSES IN DESCRIPT ION MECHANICS 
The  models of different kinds in the rectangles in Table III may  be 
static but the operations (indicated by arrows) by which one model  is 
converted into another are always dynamic. These functional processes 
involving such actions as recording, sending, receiving, encoding, de- 
coding, and sensing involve occasional difficulties arising from two 
causes: (a) the model  is never lust right, and (b) the coding transforma- 
tions are indirect. ?¢[odels that are not right because of incompleteness 
give rise to poor resolution, while models that contain excess data are of 
two kinds. (1) Those containing statistically distributed excess data are 
said to contain noise (Middleton, 1951), and (2) purposely added excess 
data are called camouflage (see Fig. 8). 
Before discussing the sending operation, we will illustrate an interest- 
ing problem in indirect encoding. 
(A) RESOLVING POWER AND DIFFRACTION ~ 
In the solution of the structure of a crystal by X-ray techniques 
(Bragg, 1933; James, 1948; Lipson and Cochran, 1953) the crystal is the 
deseribee and it is thought o contain crystallographic cells which are all 
so nearly alike that to describe one cell is to describe all. The crystal, 
the X-ray diffraction pattern, and the computed map or diagram are 
three models related as follows: (1) the deseribee, (2) the phenomenolog- 
ical model (which, unfortunately, has no meaningful sensation to the 
human mind), and (3) the replica (map) which has direct meaning. To 
simplify the illustration, we will consider a one-dimensional diffraction 
pattern. We draw a line as shown in Fig. 9a, whose length L~ is the dimen- 
8 This model is also simplified by the omission of known facts about he charac- 
teristics of atoms. A longer and more realistic approach, treating M atoms having 
volume l/'a in N subcells, is in progress. 
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FIG. 8. The South American jaguar (a) in his natural habitat, (b) drawn with 
low resolution without leaves or spots, and (c) drawn with low resolution includ- 
ing spots and leaves. 
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FIG. 9. A comparison of direct and reciprocal space in one dimension: (a) direct 
space with Ax to be degermined, and (b) reciprocal space with ~h = 1. 
sion a of the crystallographic unit cell in the x direction and Ax defines 
the inaccuracy (Booth, 1946; Cruickshank and Robertson, 1953) 
Wm~p -- N! (32) 
M! (N - M)! 
Substituting N = a/Ax, 
Wmap = (a/,~x)! (33) 
M! [ (a /~z)  -- M]! 
The diffraction pattern, see Fig. 9b, is a linear array of equally spaced 
spots on a photographic film varying in intensity. They have serial 
number h but we can use N .  to represent the total number. The number 
of ways of dividing N .  diffraction spots into two classes, N~( - )  of one 
kind and ND(+) of a second kind is 
Wa = 2 nD (34) 
The accuracy of measuring F~, is fixed at Fo/• where n is an integer. The 
number of occupants then is M9 - ~ND. The number of ways of placing 
M identical occupants in N9 cells without regard to the number per 
cell is 
Wa -- (N .  + M~ - 1)~ = (N .  + ~N.  - 1)! (35) 
(No -- 1)l M. !  (N . -  1)! (ND~)I 
The finM description capacity is 
WD = WsW,, = 2ND(ND + vND -- 1)! (36) 
(N .  - 1)~ (N . , ) !  
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For the diffraction pattern and the computed map to have the same 
descriptive capacities, W~p in Eq. (33) must be equal to WD in Eq. (36). 
Starting with Eq. (32) and using Stirling's approximation and 
assuming that N is large and M is small in Eq. (32), we find 
N M 
W~p = (27rM)mM ~ 
or  
N = M[Wm~p(2rM)l~2] 1/M (37) 
Substituting W~ from Eq. (36) for Wm~, in Eq. (37) and solving for Ax, 
a2 -ND/M F(ND -- 1)! (ND, ) ! I  1/M 
hx - M(2~rM)~/2 M [.(--ff~ ~ ~--N-~ -- ]-)).wJ (38) 
(B) TH~ SENSING PROCESS 
While the above illustration is an example of a problem in indirect 
decoding, much more can be learned about it from the references in the 
fields of communication theory (Shannon and Weaver, 1949), war cor- 
respondence, deciphering of dead languages, and the preparation of 
data for computing machines. Likewise in Table III, the sending of 
samples and replicas belongs to the subject of transportation; and send- 
ing messages by telephone, telegraph, or radio belongs to communication. 
Sensing is perhaps the important key to motivation in man and animals 
and to actuation in machines of both the computer sort and the servo- 
mechanism sort. In all cases there are two patterns, one external and one 
internal; and the sensing ultimately depends upon some kind of corre- 
lation. Correlation in the colloquial sense has broad implications whereas, 
in the mathematical sense, it is highly restricted. All the important 
mathematical properties of correlation functions or convolutions can be 
learned by studying a one-dimensional example (Churchill, 1941 ; Frank- 
lin, 1949; Pipes, 1946; Woodward, 1953) ;
1 f (x )g(x  -- u) dx (39) A(u)  = a
As illustrated in Fig. 10a, f (x)  is a function of x and, in Fig. 10b, g(x) 
is a second function of x which, when shifted in a horizontal direction the 
distance u, has the position shown. A point-by-point multiplication of 
these functions gives the product f (x )g(x  -- u) in accordance with the 
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integral in Eq. (39) and forms a curve shown in Fig. 10c. The area under 
this new curve corresponds to the integration required by Eq. (39) and, 
after division by a, gives a quantity A (u). Convolutions have the follow- 
ing useful properties: 
1. In a self-convolution A(u) has its highest value when u = 0. 
2. Self-convolutions give higher values of A(u) than any other con- 
volutions of f(x) against other functions g(x). 
3. The more alike two functions are, the higher are the A(u) values. 
4. The "correlation integrM" B(fg) = (2/a)f~[A(u)]2du is a measure 
of the similarity of two functions having nonnegative values in f(x) or 
g(x). Suppose one had a composite record on magnetic tape of all the 
symphonic music that is on the market. Symbolically the record of 
amplitudes on the tape as a function of time is similar to the function 
f(x) shown in Fig. 10a, but more nearly like a phonodeik record (Miller, 
1937). With a rapid convolution machine, one could, in a matter of a min- 
ute or so, run a choice record as g(x) (see Fig. 10b) against he composite 
f (:~)f 
a ~ 
I - -  
o ----~ I ; i~  
g (x)j~ I I 
, t t , ! l , ! , , !  ! 3"  
s ~ 
t -K - -  u - - - - - -~-  J 
--~-x 
l \ j  ] i 
, r I !~!  
o 
FIG. 10. The principle of convolutions: (a) a graph of f(x), (b) a graph g(x) 
shifted an amount u, and (c) the productf(x)g(x - u). 
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record as f(x) and the machine could select he ten pieces having the 
highest B(rg) values. Among these ten records there should be some that 
would be nearly as appealing to the chooser as is the choice record be- 
cause of the similarity. 
Not only are such machines in store for the near future, but they 
could be helpful for information retrieval in libraries, and the identifica~ 
cation of finger prints, chest radiographs, tamps, etc. An example of 
such a machine is EaMA (Bennett et al. 1956; Isaac and Singleton, 1956; 
Calhoun, 1956; Eldredge et al., 1957), a machine for reading numerals 
on checks for use in banking. In using correlations in the broadest 
colloquial sense, any number of numerals, letters, or other symbols may 
be included in the interval a and the combined set used as g(x) against 
longer sets representing f(x). Thus an entire article in science may be run 
against any portion of the literature in the field. The feasibility of this is 
based on the fact that the frequency ~nd sequences of occurrence ofwords 
and phrases varies from subject o subject and from field to field. The 
subject of sensing as discussed here is closely related to the subject of 
pattern recognition (Quastler, 1955; Fitts and co-workers, 1956) as 
studied by psychologists. 
CONCLUSION 
We feel obligated to point out that the use of description mechanics 
as developed in these paragraphs, when applied to languages, hould be 
approached with caution because, among other reasons , word definitions 
overlap and therefore words do not fit into distinct cells as separate 
identities. The mathematicM analysis of languages has hardly begun, 
although the investigations have been extensive (Cherry, 1957). The 
fact that any particular language "lives" and changes with (and in- 
fluences) the ambient culture (Whorf, 1956) does not simplify the 
problem. 
In physical problems the concept of resolution is governed by well- 
known limitations (Barnes and Silverman, 1934) in the accuracy of 
measurement. The diversity of aspects of information theory in physical 
sciences as well as the humanities i well revealed by the breadth of 
subieet matter included in the bibliography of over 1000 entries prepared 
by Stumpers (1953). 
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